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SEMA Ignited Consumer 
Tickets Now Available

Auto enthusiasts can now 
visit www.semaignited.
com to purchase tickets 
to attend SEMA Ignited, 

the official SEMA 
Show afterparty that 
connects the general 
public with industry 

leaders, celebrities, and 
award-winning custom 
vehicles on Friday night 
immediately after the 
SEMA Show closes on 

November 6, from 3:00 
p.m. – 10:00 p.m.

*    *    *
Mevotech Expands TTX 
Terrain Tough Ball Joints

To address ball joint 
failure issues in extreme 

duty applications, 
Mevotech’s Canadian 
Engineering team has 

designed a robust line of 
high performance ball 
joints using patented 

technology that 
significantly extends 

service life.

Shad’s Raises $170K, Breaks $4.5 Million Mark
It was another outstanding day, support-wise 
and weather-wise, for Shad’s 42nd annual golf 
tournament. Some $170,000 was raised this 
year for research into muscular dystrophy, 
bringing the cumulative total to over $4.5 
million.

Started when a group of aftermarket pro-
fessionals felt bad after skipping off to play 

golf one day, Shad’s R&R (the R&R stands for 
“Remorse & Regret”) has become one of the 
automotive aftermarket’s key fundraisers, and 
has been making contributions to aid research 
into muscular dystrophy since its inception. 
Shad’s R&R board of directors thanks the 250 
attendees for their ongoing support.

SlapShots Tournament Raises $10,000
Almost 60 skaters played off in the Slapshots 
round robin tournament at Icelands in Missis-
sauga, Ontario, on May 28th in support of the 
Canadian Cancer Society. Some $10,000 was 
raised (the cheque wrongly reads $9,500).

Board members in picture are: Keith Gor-
don, Delphi; Kent Rennie, Cam Young-Bosch, 
Dean Clarke, Tenneco; Jack Brooks, Vast; and 
Jim McIntosh, Gates.

Slapshots organizers give special thanks to 

Jan Koval and family for donating the ice time, 
and to all of its corporate sponsors.

AAEC Announces Best Of the Best 
Award Winner For 2014 

Bob Greenwood, president and CEO of Auto-
motive Aftermarket E-Learning Centre Ltd., 
has announced that JP’s Garage Inc. of Monc-
ton, N.B., has won the prestigious Best of the 
Best Award for 2014.

This award is given to the shop that has 
improved the most in one year compared to 
its previous year among all the AAEC BEST 
(Business Evaluation Support and Training) 
clients across Canada. There are 13 key busi-
ness measurements that are analyzed equally 
among all AAEC BEST clients.

The award was presented to Jean-Paul Bel-
liveau, the owner of JP’s Garage Inc., and the 
entire JP Garage team during a surprise visit 
by the AAEC executive team on May 22nd.

“In order to progress in the automotive 
industry, we knew we had to move to an 
elevated standard of conducting our daily busi-
ness. By working with AAEC, our AAEC Focus 
Group peers, and internally as a solid team 
accountable to each other and our clientele, 
we were able to change, accept change, and 
move forward. I am very proud of our team 
and I thank Bob Greenwood, Rui Martins, 
and the AAEC team for their support and this 
humbling award,” said Jean-Paul Belliveau at 
the event.

“The focused effort that the entire JP 
Garage team made during 2014 not only dra-
matically changed the culture and profitability 

of this operation, but they also became the 
leading automotive service shop in Moncton. 
Their professionalism, total team accountabil-
ity to each other and their clientele, coupled 
with the perseverance to see the changes 
come to fruition, was a true example of entre-
preneur discipline. We are very proud to have 
JP’s Garage Inc. as a client of AAEC and know 
that this operation truly offers an exciting 
career for their staff and management,” added 
Greenwood.

Ron McMorris Moves to 
S and M Distributing

Ron McMorris has announced his departure 
from Lordco Parts after over 30 years to 
move to S and M Distributing. “For over three 
decades I have had the pleasure to grow with 
the most dynamic company in the automotive 
market. I will sincerely miss all of the people 
at Lordco who I consider my extended family,” 
said McMorris in a statement. “I leave Lordco 
with so many fond memories, especially the 
ones of my old buddy Ed Coates. Ed and Lord-
co enabled me the freedom to be more than 
just a staff member, but to grow as a person. 
For that I will always be indebted.”

McMorris has made an investment in S and 
M Distributing with Claus Sandhack. S and 
M Distributing supplies shop tooling and sup-
plies along with machinery to the automotive 
heavy-duty and industrial markets. 
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Raybestos Brakes Adds 
Over 500 New Part 

Numbers
Raybestos has added 

more than 500 new part 
numbers to its line of 

premium quality brake 
products. The new part 
numbers include Brake 
Pad Sets, Pad Electronic 

Wear Sensor, Brake 
Calipers, Brake Cables 

and Brake Hose.

Follow us on Twitter.
Get AutoServiceWorld.com 

News and more by  
following JobberNews  

on Twitter.

Edmonton Female 
Technicians Set New Record

Automotive Parts Distributors has announced 
the recent winners of the Highest Overall 
Achiever for the 1st Year Automotive Techni-
cian Apprentice at NAIT. This award recog-
nizes the hard work of the automotive students 
enrolled in the 1st-year NAIT Technician 
program. The selection is based on academic 
achievement, work attitudes, and work habits 
demonstrated in shop and lab work. For the 
first time ever, both awards (Highest Achieve-
ment and runner-up Highest Achievement) 
were won by females. Because of this, “WIT” 
(Women in Trades) joined APD in their pre-
sentation and presented gifts to the women 
as well.

AIA Meets With Alberta 
Government

Automotive Industries Association of Canada 
members and staff met with government offi-
cials in Edmonton, Alberta, recently to discuss 
priorities impacting its local membership.

The meetings, held during four separate 
sessions, covered a number of issues includ-
ing workplace safety, job creation, small and 

medium-sized business tools and resources, 
apprenticeships, economic development, con-
sumer protection, road safety, and the Be Car 
Care Aware (BCCA) program. 

These meetings offered an opportunity for 
AIA to introduce its members, learn about 
programs relevant to the industry, and work 
towards building a strong and long-lasting 
partnership with the province.

“These meetings were a positive step for-
ward in relationships with the provincial 
government, and in fact, yielded a valuable, 
comprehensive document outlining employer 
incentives and grants, available tax credits, 
apprenticeship initiatives, and industry ser-
vices. We asked the Ministry of Jobs, Skills, 
Training and Labour for a clear and concise 
document outlining all of the available govern-
ment resources, and what they put together for 
us will be a great resource for members. All of 
the meetings were valuable and provide a good 
base to building a stronger relationship with 
the government of Alberta,” says Alvin Chibi, 
chair of the AIA Northern Alberta Division.

Members are encouraged to read the 
Automotive Sector Resources (http://bit.ly/
ABASR), a document that provides targeted 
information related to jobs, apprenticeships, 
and potential funding; and the Alberta Busi-
ness Advantage (http://bit.ly/AlbertaBA), 
a document that offers an overview of the 
opportunities for expanding business into the 
province. A list of employer programs and ser-
vices to support recruiting for AIA members 
(http://bit.ly/AlbertaSupports) has also been 
made available by the Ministry of Job, Skills, 
Training and Labour. Information on grants, 
incentives, and financing options across Cana-
da can be found as well by browsing www.Busi-
nessLink.ca, a non-profit, entrepreneurial hub 
website. The next set of government meetings 
scheduled for Western Canada is anticipated 
to take place in Regina, Saskatchewan, in 
October 2015.

Runner-up: Emily 
Nookes, Optimum Auto, 
Edmonton, Alta.

Winner: Kristi Ackerman, 
Canadian Tire, Sherwood 
Park, Alta.
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The tradition 
continues...

Friedrich Fischer’s ideas are the 
inspiration that keep our wheels turning.

From it’s beginnings in Germany over  
130 years ago, FAG has been a leader  
in the roller bearing industry.

Friedrich Fischer invented the steel ball 
grinding machine in 1883, paving the 
way for the modern ball bearing.  His 
company, Fischer AG, known today as 
FAG, continues to build on his tradition.

When you install FAG products, you get 
OE quality and more than 130 years of 
tradition and manufacturing excellence.

www.Schaeffler-Aftermarket.us

RECOGNIZED
BUSINESS

Blue Seal  
of Excellence 

New Transportation Of 
Dangerous Goods Certificate

Transport Canada has issued the Auto-
motive Industries Association of Canada 
an Equivalency Certificate #6690 (Ren. 
7) that replaces the former rendition 
of the certificate, effective immediately. 
The new rendition of the certificate 
has been posted on AIA’s website and is 
available for download at http://bit.ly/
TDG6690R7.

Please note that the issuance of this 
Equivalency Certificate in no way reduc-
es the certificate holder’s responsibility 
to comply with any other requirements of 
the Transportation of Dangerous Goods 
Regulations, the Technical Instructions 
for the Safe Transportation of Danger-
ous Goods by Air, the International 
Maritime Dangerous Goods Code, and 
the Canadian Aviation Regulations not 
specifically addressed in this certificate.

Should you have any questions or 
concerns, please contact jason.kerr@aia-
canada.com.

For specific inquiries about Equiva-
lency Certificate #6690 (Ren. 7), please 
contact tdg-tmd@tc.gc.ca.

Uni-Select Reorganizes 
Uni-Select, Inc., has closed the 
 trans-action for the sale of its Automo-
tive USA and Beck/Arnley activities to 
Icahn Enterprises L.P., and accordingly 
is proceeding to a reorganization of its 
corporate management activities. This 
transaction changes the landscape of 
Uni-Select in North America and pro-
vides an excellent platform for Uni-
Select to accelerate profitable growth 
within its two core businesses. 

The firm’s objective is to streamline 
and reduce the size of its corporate sup-
port functions. Therefore, the role of 
vice-president, corporate services and 
chief financial officer will be transi-
tioned into a more traditional financial 
role of chief financial officer. Former-
ly included in the corporate services 
function, information technology and 
logistics will be moved into the Cana-
dian operating business they serve. Uni-
Select’s small corporate office team will 
ultimately consist of corporate finance, 
legal affairs, human resources, and 
mergers and acquisitions.

“We are adjusting our overall corpo-
rate structure to focus some business 
functions back directly into the busi-
nesses they serve and, therefore, one step 
closer to our customers,” says Uni-Select’s 
CEO Henry Buckley, who becomes Uni-
Select’s next president and chief execu-
tive officer, effective August 1st, 2015.

In line with this restructuring, current 
Uni-Select president and chief executive 
officer Richard G. Roy has announced 

that Denis Mathieu, vice-president, cor-
porate services and chief financial offi-
cer, has decided to leave Uni-Select and 
pursue other professional endeavours. 
In order to provide continued support 
and ensure an efficient transition, Denis 
will remain with Uni-Select through July 
31st, 2015.

Denis Mathieu joined Uni-Select in 
March 2007 as vice-president and chief 
financial officer. He was appointed exec-
utive vice-president, corporate services 
and chief financial officer in August 2012. 
In the past few years, Denis has played a 
key role in the SAP implementation and 
in the acquisition of FinishMaster.

“Denis is a talented executive and we 
thank him for his many contributions 
during the past eight years. We appreci-
ate the leadership he displayed in help-
ing Uni-Select successfully close the sale 
of Automotive USA and Beck/Arnley 
activities to Icahn Enterprises L.P.,” says 
Richard G. Roy.

In the upcoming weeks, Uni-Select 
will concentrate on appointing a new 
chief financial officer while propelling 
the organization towards accelerating 
profitable growth in its core markets, 
both organically and through select 
acquisitions.

Denso Invests in Peloton 
Truck Platooning Technology

Denso International America, Inc., has 
entered into an investment agreement 
with Peloton Technology, a developer of 
platooning systems that advance safety 
and fuel savings for large truck trans-
portation fleets. Peloton’s development 
and deployment of platooning technol-
ogy aims to increase fuel economy and 
improve safety for the global trucking 
industry.

Platooning technology uses vehicle-
to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure 
(V2X) wireless communication and 
radar to pair trucks to travel closely 
together and thus create an aerodynamic 
system that is similar to drafting in race 
cars. The direct communication system 
provides a way for trucks to communi-
cate with each other and for one truck 
to safely follow another truck with the 
same features, to improve braking and 
acceleration time, increase safety, and 
reduce fuel costs.

“Denso is excited to build a strong 
relationship with Peloton,” says Tony 
Cannestra, director of corporate ven-
tures for Denso International America, 
Inc. “As a leader in vehicle-to-vehicle 
technologies, we are eager to work close-
ly with Peloton to implement the first 
large-scale deployment of a V2V system.”

For more than a decade, Denso has 
been researching and developing V2X 
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TRW Adds 52 New 
Numbers To Premium 

Chassis Program
TRW’s North American 

(NA) Aftermarket Group 
introduced 52 new part 
numbers in May for its 

premium chassis program 
providing coverage for 

an additional 28 million 
vehicles and repair 

opportunities.

technology systems to allow cars to commu-
nicate with surrounding vehicles and traffic 
signals. The application of this technology to 
the trucking industry could potentially help 
large fleet vehicles reduce fuel consumption 
by 10% for the rear truck and 4.5% for the 
front truck (based on industry-standard SAE 
J1321 Type II fuel economy testing conducted 
by the North American Council for Freight 
Efficiency and trucking fleet C.R. England). 

Epicor Software Use Sets Record
Epicor Software Corporation has announced 
that the average number of mechanical repair 
estimates created each month through the 
Epicor Integrated Service Estimator (ISE) 
solution has reached an all-time high of more 
than 430,000. Epicor ISE is a Web-based 
estimating tool designed to help tire dealers, 
oil and lube businesses, and other vehicle 
service specialists dramatically increase sales 
of mechanical repairs and preventive mainte-
nance services. Epicor ISE can be integrated 
with a wide range of service chain point-of-sale 
systems.

“Epicor ISE provides the manufacturer’s 
recommended service intervals for nearly any 
vehicle, so we can easily help the customer 
identify any additional work that should be 
done so they can schedule and budget for it,” 
says Forry Hargitt, director of operations and 
training for Tire Discounters, a chain of nearly 

100 tire stores throughout the Midwestern U.S. 
“Epicor ISE is absolutely helping us be more 
successful in serving our customers. Above all, 
it makes our people more productive.” 

Obituary
William Elton

William Elton, or Mr. 
Bill (as he was fondly 
known), of Colonial 
Auto Parts in St. John’s, 
Newfoundland, passed 
away peacefully on Fri-
day, June 19, 2015. Bill 
and his older brother 
Doug worked from a 
very early age for their 
father Gordon, the founder of Colonial 
Auto Parts.

Bill and Doug were instrumental in 
growing the successful Newfoundland 
business Colonial Garage & Distributors 
(Colonial Auto Parts), expanding through 
Atlantic Canada. Colonial Auto Parts 
joined the Bestbuy family of shareholders 
in 1966 and has been part of the Bestbuy 
family of shareholders for close to 50 years.

Colonial Auto Parts was awarded the 
distinction of being named the 1999 Job-
ber of the Year. This award is in recogni-
tion of extraordinary performance in the 
Canadian automotive aftermarket based 
on success in business and in the com-
munity.

Bill served as a director on the Bestbuy 
board in 1984, became Bestbuy’s presi-
dent in 1987, and in 1991 retired from 
the president’s chair after serving Bestbuy 
with great dedication, professionalism, and 
integrity. He stayed on the board as past 
president and was again re-elected and 
held a board seat until 2006.

“William Elton was a leader, mentor, 
and great friend to Bestbuy. His long-last-
ing contributions will not be forgotten, and 
the entire Bestbuy family will truly miss his 
spirited and generous character,” says Jeff 
Vandesande, president of Bestbuy.

“He was a driving force in the automo-
tive industry throughout Newfoundland, 
Canada and parts of the United States for 
over 60 years. Mr. Bill was a unique indi-
vidual, always quick with a comment or 
a joke.  He accomplished many things in 
his life and will be greatly missed by all,” 
said Douglas Squires, chairman, Bestbuy 
Distributors Ltd. 

Bill was a remarkable individual, always 
quick with a comment or a joke. He accom-
plished many things in his life and will be 
greatly missed by all.

PEOPLE

Until all roads are made  
perfect, these will have to do.
NASCAR®-proven parts.

MOOGProblemSolver.com
©2015 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. NASCAR is a registered trademark of NASCAR, Inc.  
All other trademarks shown are owned by Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of its  
subsidiaries, in one or more countries. All rights reserved.
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MARKET 
TRACKER

Working to meet the growing demands of discerning 
vehicle owners, North American aftermarket sup-
pliers are increasingly manufacturing premium air, 

fuel, and oil filters that are more durable and provide better 
filtration capacities to meet 
extended replacement 
intervals. A key fac-
tor influencing this 
trend is the grow-
ing use of syn-
thetic oil, which 
has an extend-
ed drain inter-
val and thus 
delays regular 
service inter-
vals.

“ P r ob a b l y 
the biggest 
mistake that we 
see people make 
is using a standard 
filter with syn-
thetic oil. Each 
filter has a 
finite capacity 
for collecting 
debris before 
it goes into 
bypass, and the 
most inexpensive oil 

filters still dwell in the 3000- to 5000-kilometre range,” 
explains Jay Buckley, technical training director for the UCI-

Fram Group. “That’s 
what they are 

built for. The 
unfor tunate 
part of that – 
and I run into 

it with techni-
cians too, not 
just consum-
ers – is that 
most don’t really 
understand the 
range and when 
you explain the 
science behind it, 
they realize that 
for half of their oil 
change, their filter 
has been in bypass.”

A standard oil fil-
ter is fine if you plan 

on changing it after 
a relatively short inter-

val, but when you get into 
an extended drain interval when 

using synthetic oil, in order to take the 
best advantage of that synthetic oil, vehicle 

owners need to use a filter that has the capacity to 
go that extended amount of time.

Longer Service Intervals 
Driving Premium 

Filter Sales
By Steve Pawlett
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More cars come filled from the factory with synthetic oil, 
and drain intervals are increasing. This requires the materi-
als and performance built into premium filters, like the Wix 
Premium and XP filters, to go those distances, adds Donald 
Chilton, vice-president of product management, Affinia.

“We are now seeing more movement in the premium filter 
category, mainly because a lot of the car park now is made 
up of vehicles that came from the factory with synthetic or 
semi-synthetic oil. The manufacturers are specifying longer 
intervals between oil changes with the on-board monitoring 
systems, so people are gravitating towards the premium lines 
of brand name filters that are advertised to have a longer 
interval to match the oil change interval on their vehicle,” 
explains Buckley.

Vehicle owners should always use the oil that meets the 
manufacturer’s specifications, even though some people 
think oil is oil – and it really isn’t. “Quite frankly, I have seen 
every brand of car out there go exceptionally long miles 
when they are taken care of. I always tell people you should 
be looking at buying a quality-made filter like the Fram 
Extra Guard, Tough Guard, or the Fram Ultra, and chang-
ing it at the interval that is recommended on the filter. We 
specify that each one of our filters has a finite life on the car, 
and if you leave it on there too long, it’s just going to go into 
bypass,” says Buckley.

“With direct fuel injection, and given the fact that timing 
belts have given way to timing chains and plastic guides etc., 
using an oil that meets manufacturers’ specifications is very 
critical, and using a quality oil filter that captures particles 
in the 10 to 20 micron size is really the key to making those 
engines last a very long time,” advises Buckley.

The filtration capacity of inexpensive filters is usually in 
the low 80% range. In comparison, for a few more dollars, a 
quality brand-name filter is in the 96 or 99% filtration range, 
and manufacturers offer a selection of filters that range in 
capacity from 10,000 to 20,000 kilometres and can hold up 
to two or three times the amount of dirt before going into 
bypass.

“We recommend the Wix Premium filter for any vehicle 
10 years or older and over 100K miles. It simply has the 
best combination of filter media and materials to deal 
with vehicles in that range. It goes back to the old adage, 
‘you get what you pay for.’ If you want something to last, 
spend a little more and protect the engine for the long 
haul,” says Chilton.

Engine oil filters are now at the centre of a debate due 
to environmental concerns. With the constant challenge of 
lowering emissions and raising mileage, OEMs are constantly 
searching for new ways to adapt the way new vehicles are 
made. One way they are doing this is with metal-free car-
tridge-style oil filters. However, these replace-the-cartridge-
and-go style filters present a few more potential hazards and 
liabilities for DIYers and automotive service professionals.

Cartridge filters are more environmentally sound, 
because you are not throwing away a metal can, and in some 
countries it is mandatory to cut the metal filters open, drain 
the cartridge, and recycle the metal. This trend is driving 

continued from page 10
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automakers to design new engines with 
the cartridge filter housing on them. 
“We are even seeing it in the heavy duty 
market,” adds Buckley.

“The cartridge filters are a little more 
complicated, and we have published a 
number of videos on changing these 
cartridges, because there are a few more 
steps to pay attention to. It’s not that it 
is more difficult; it just requires more 
attention to detail to do it correctly,” says 
Buckley.

“The canister filter originated in 
Europe. The design was made to reduce 
metal use and to be able to incinerate 
the used cartridge. Technicians should 
always change the O-ring/gaskets and 
cartridge at every oil change. Never 
reuse any part of the old filter, or your 
warranty will be voided,” advises Chilton.

“If you look at GM’s Ecotec engines, 
for example, the green silicone O-ring 
that’s on the cap is designed to last the 
life of the car, but it can be damaged. 
That’s why when we make any cartridge 
filter we include the O-rings in the pack-
age, and it’s the call of the technician on 
whether or not he wants to replace the 
O-ring. One of the things that we find is 
a lot of people don’t understand how to 
correctly install an O-ring. You have to 
roll it on so that it is not twisted, and we 
see people having problems with that,” 
explains Buckley.

These filters require additional tools, 
parts, and know-how. Anyone providing 
oil changes on the canister oil filters 
needs to make sure they have a good 
program in place to minimize risks.

“When I am speaking to technicians 
about filtration, I tell them the O-ring 
should be inspected very critically and 
if they are the least bit uncomfortable 
with what it looks like, always install the 
new O-rings. Then I show them the right 
way to install them to get them into the 
groove. Some will try and loop one side 
over it and stretch it over the cap and it 
usually ends up with the O-ring being 
twisted. And it could become a potential 
leak,” he adds.

A premium filter has better valves, 
higher quality media, and more capacity 
for longer drain intervals. A counterper-
son who understands filtration and can 
explain the features and benefits of pre-
mium products to customers is provid-

ing superior customer service that will 
result in selling more premium filtration 
product.

Today some 85% of vehicles model 
year 2006 and newer have a cabin air 
filter, making this by far the fastest grow-
ing filter segment. There are about 30 
million vehicles in North America that 
currently have cabin air filters. However, 
most people have never heard of a cabin 
air filter, or don’t know if their vehicle is 
equipped with one.

If the technician were to remove a 
typical filter, he would likely find it terri-
bly dirty, filled with dirt, dust, bird feath-
ers, and other nasty stuff. But removing 
the filter is not always that easy, depend-
ing on its location in the vehicle. There 
is an easier way to find out in just a few 
seconds if the filter may be clogged and 
needs inspection or replacement, using 
an anemometer. 

This simple handheld tool measures 
the speed of the air coming from the 
heater ducts. Place the heater control 
so it is blowing out the vents on the 
dashboard, and use the anemometer to 
measure the air speed with the blower 
control set on high. It should measure 
17-20 kph, depending on the scale of 
your tool. If it measures below 17 kph, an 
inspection should be performed.

Shops that have adopted this method 
of selling cabin filter service have seen 
increases in sales, and there is no risk of 
wasting time removing the filter to find 
it clean.

While it’s always a good idea to offer 
customers options so they can select for 
themselves, the bottom line is to be able 
to recommend a filter that best meets 
your customer’s needs, including the 
driving performance desired, the cost 
involved, and even brand preference. If 
a high level of performance is desired 
from a vehicle, a jobber or service profes-
sional should offer the product that will 
ensure that result.

By prioritizing your customer’s needs, 
you can help your technician clients 
raise awareness of their customer’s filtra-
tion needs, which in the long run, will 
go a long way towards helping boost 
aftermarket filter sales. In most cases, 
a premium filter is the best choice for 
consumers looking to get the most out of 
their investment. 
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I
nvesting in people is the key to success in business, 
according to the owners of Dorval Auto Parts, a Bestbuy 
Distributors shareholder that operates three stores in the 
Quebec region: Dorval Auto Parts, St-Henri Auto Parts, 
and Sources Auto Parts.
It was back in 1984 when brothers Nick, Chris, and 

Andre Dimopoulos opened up their first store under the 
name Sources Auto Parts in Pierrefonds, Quebec, with the 
assistance of family friend Johnny Pappas and their father, 
Dimitrios Dimopoulos. In 1988, cousin Alex Trichas joined 
the three brothers. After just five short years in the business, 
under the tutelage of Johnny and the senior Dimitrios, the 
four partners were ready to expand their operation, and 
acquired St-Henri Auto Parts. In the same year, another 
opportunity presented itself when the four partners opened 
their third location in Dorval, which has today become their 
main warehouse and head office. The company has gone 
from five employees in the beginning to nearly 70 employees 
today.

“This early expansion allowed us to be strategically posi-
tioned across the island of Montreal, allowing us to gain 
greater market share, but we were still the newcomers to the 
industry with a very short-term reputation to fall back on,” 
explains Alex Trichas.

“We were very young, ambitious and striving for suc-
cess,” he adds. “We looked up to our mentors, Johnny and 
Dimitrios, and allowed them to guide us in establishing 
remarkable ethics and business values.”

“The constant changes of the evolving automotive indus-
try were often challenging, so we continually came up with 
new ideas to ensure the most success year after year,” explains 
Nick Dimopoulos. “We believe in focusing on our resources, 
on retaining our employees, and growing our customer base 
to increase our sales. We believe these are the core elements  
for long-term success.”

Since its inception, the Dorval Auto Parts location has 
been renovated and expanded twice, in 2000 and in 2012. 
The most recent expansion added over 12,000 square feet 
to its warehouse facility. “This expansion has allowed us to 

invest in a larger number of product lines, as well as enhance 
our customer service,” says Trichas.

The St-Henri Auto Parts store also went through a renova-
tion and expansion in 2007 to 10,000 square feet. This has 
enabled them to develop their paint department and expand 
their involvement in the bodyshop industry.

On February 1991, tragedy struck the family: Johnny 
passed away suddenly from a heart attack. “Although we had 
very little time with Johnny from a professional perspective, 
we felt blessed to have him as a mentor. For that, we owe a 
part of our success to him,” says Trichas.

Today, Chris Dimopoulos and Nick Dimopoulos are in 
charge of the St-Henri and Sources locations respectively. 
They oversee the stores’ operations and ensure a high level of 
customer service and satisfaction in their respective market 
territories. Andre Dimopoulos is in charge of developing and 
maintaining the operation’s IT (information technology) 
department. He oversees the software, computer systems, 
and e-store. Alex Trichas is in charge of administration for 
all three stores, and runs Dorval’s operations. Alex is in 
direct contact with the suppliers, ensuring customers get 
quality parts for a competitive price.

In 1995, Dorval Auto Parts joined Bestbuy Distributors 
Canada. “This partnership truly opened countless doors for 
us from both a professional and personal perspective,” says 
Trichas. “Bestbuy has allowed us to connect on a different 
level with top suppliers in the automotive industry, such as 
Promax, Castrol, Irving, Fram, Bosal, KYB, private label 
products, and many more. It is Bestbuy’s team that makes us 
proud to be part of such a great organization. Jeff, Karen, 
Jim, Doug, Bernard, and the rest of the team have become a 
part of our family and we couldn’t be happier.”

Trichas was a member of Bestbuy’s product committee 
from 2002 to 2005, which allowed him to connect with key 
vendors and suppliers and learn about and benefit from 
Bestbuy products. Alex was also a part of Bestbuy’s board of 
directors from 2009 to 2010. This enabled him to make chief 
decisions on Bestbuy’s behalf. “The experience was transfer-
able to our business, which increased our knowledge of the 
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automotive industry,” he says.
In 1999, Dorval Auto Parts became an AC Delco distribu-

tor. “This helped our business and provided us with the com-
petitive advantage to succeed. In fact, in 2001, we won AC 
Delco sales performer of the year,” says Trichas.

“Joining AC Delco has provided us with OEM parts and 
Advantage parts. The AC Delco name is one of the most 
recognized names in the automotive industry, and we are 
proud to be working with such a reputable company. AC 
Delco offers the PSC and ACE programs for our customers, 
which includes online and on-hand training,” adds Andre 
Dimopoulos.

In 2010, Dorval Auto Parts partnered with PPG Paint to 
procure the tools it needed to cater to bodyshops. “In the 
upcoming years, we are looking for opportunities that will 
take our company to a greater level,” adds Chris Dimopoulos.

In addition to running a successful operation, the fam-

ily members have turned their attention to fundraising for 
cancer patients. Seven years ago, they teamed up with Hope 
& Cope, offering to raise much-needed funds for ActivOnco, 
an innovative, highly effective, individualized exercise pro-
gram that teaches cancer patients how to incorporate physi-
cal activities into their daily lives, both during and after can-
cer treatment. ActivOnco staff are conducting research on 
how exercise can prevent and/or mitigate serious treatment 
side effects, such as radiation fibrosis and osteoporosis.

“We wanted to give back to our community, and our 
good friend and long-time supplier Mel Peress proposed the 
idea of holding a walkathon in support of Hope & Cope,” 
explains Alex Trichas. Held each September at St. Maxime 
Park in Chomedy, Laval, the 2014 walkathon raised $72,000, 
double the amount raised in 2008, when the first walkathon 
was held. In fact, the combined seven-year total is an impres-
sive $359,000. “This event has grown each year and it has 

 ©2015 PPG Industries, Inc.  All rights reserved.  
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enabled us to support Hope & Cope and the people they 
help in return. We would like to thank everyone who has 
donated.”

The Dimopoulos brothers and Trichas believe that invest-
ing in people makes all the difference. “Employee satisfac-
tion and customer service are our top priorities, and always 
have been,” says Andre Dimopoulos. “We are always looking 
for ways to improve our customer service. Our employees 

range from office administrators to salespersons, counter-
persons, warehouse dispatchers, part pickers, and drivers; 
each person represents a big investment in our business.”

“Our employees provide good customer service through 
how they listen to the customers, and the way they get to 
know them and the specialized needs of their business. Each 
customer has their own specific needs and our staff ensure 
they understand those needs so they can provide the best 
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service to that customer,” continues Trichas. “We allow them 
to use their own judgment when it comes to any warranty 
issues. Our policy is to always go the extra mile to satisfy the 
customer, even if it means losing money. We teach our staff 
that this is our way. A customer is not a one-time client. We 
feel if we lose on this particular situation we will make it up 
in the long run.”

“Providing our staff a good working environment, along 
with the proper tools that they need, is important to their 
job productivity. We are grateful to our staff for their loyalty 
and the tremendous value they bring to our company,” adds 
Trichas.

Looking to the future, the four partners are showing no 
signs of slowing down. Their enthusiasm for the business 
is still as strong as ever and they are looking forward to 
continued growth. “In the years to come, we would like to 

continue to expand to other locations in order to achieve 
greater market share and to better serve our existing and 
future customers. We are always looking to improve all areas 
in our company so we can be as productive as possible,” says 
Trichas. “We also want to extend a very special thank you 
to all our customers and suppliers – we are honoured to be 
their preferred supplier year after year, and look forward to 
growing our business alongside theirs.”

“You know, when you drill right down to the core, you 
will find the major keys to our success really started with 
Johnny Pappas and Dimitrios Dimopoulos as our mentors, 
and the strong family bond between the partners,” concludes 
Trichas. “That bond has grown to include our staff at our 
three locations, and that connection to people has naturally 
spilled over into our relationships with our customers and 
suppliers.”

Congratulations to the WINNING TEAM of Dorval, Sources and St-Henri Auto Parts for 

30 years of outstanding growth and success. You are leaders in the automotive market, 

having distinguished yourselves through service, hard work, determination and perseverance.
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With the new, tougher OBD-II emission standards, 
emission components sales are increasing across the 
board. In a recent survey by Jobber News, over 85% of 

respondents report they have seen a steady increase in emis-
sion component sales. Some 20% of respondents have seen 
an increase in business of over 35%, while 50% of respon-
dents say they have seen at least a 15% increase in emission 
parts sales. The strongest sellers are, of course, catalytic con-
verters and O2 sensors, followed by mass air flow sensors and 
other evaporative system components.

A key component of successful emission sales is anticipat-
ing customers’ needs and having the right products on the 
shelves. While it is virtually impossible to stock every unit, 
given the number of vehicle models on the market today, 
to sell successfully in the emissions market jobbers need to 
focus on the sweet-spot years and know which models are pre-
dominant in their particular area. A well thought-out backup 
supply of some of the more hard-to-find slow movers is also a 
prudent move. It’s important to have the coverage and avail-
ability to complete every sale, particularly when you’re work-
ing with a technician who has a customer waiting for a repair. 
Given the wide age range of vehicles on the road today, we 
asked survey respondents to break down the percentage 
of vehicles they work on in each age range. Some 23% of 
respondents report that only 10% of sales are for vehicles in 
the 4-7-year-old category, while another 13% report they do 
15% of sales in this category, and 6% report they do 25% of 
their sales in this category.

In the 7-10-year-old category, 50% of respondents report 
that some 29% of their emission sales come from this cat-
egory, while another 16% see an average of 16% of the overall 
emissions component sales category. In the 13-25-year-old 
category, sales are pretty much spread evenly across the 
board, making up anywhere from 10% to 15% of emission 
component sales.

Catalytic converters have become strong performers in 
recent years, making up for the slowdown in exhaust sys-
tem sales. More and more specialized aftermarket units are 
being engineered as manufacturers continue to improve 
the technology. Having a good selection of these units in 
your inventory can ensure you are the first-call supplier. 
The popularity of direct-fit systems over universal fit systems 
may well play a role in your particular market. By taking a 
close look at the particular street-level economic and demo-
graphic factors of your customer base, you will quickly see 
what you need to have in stock and on call, better than any 
national stats you may be relying on.

Converter development now requires not only catalyst 
expertise, but also extensive insight into manifold and gasket 
design. Overall fitment has become much more important, 
due to manifold runner configurations and positioning of 
the O2 sensors. In general, jobbers have to be vigilant of any 
aftermarket manifold converter that deviates significantly 
from the OE design, in order to prevent comebacks due to a 
poorly designed converter.

“We do need to better train the techs working on these 
new cars. Counter staff cannot be doing the work for them. 
They are the ones who need to keep up,” commented one 
respondent.

Some pertinent factors that have been raising the demand 
for direct-fit cats from the repair community include the 
time savings and convenience of a bolt-on repair, as well as 
the increased coverage and availability of these units. Stricter 
emissions standards (see sidebar on the Tier 3 Emission 
Standards Phase-in) play a significant role in pushing vehicle 
manufacturers toward manifold converters, which help clean 
emissions more quickly and thoroughly by being positioned 
closer to the engine. Direct-fit replacement converters are 
needed for these applications as well as for many smaller 
vehicles, including imports, with very tight under-body pack-
aging.

With consolidation across model years, the aftermarket 
is now seeing kits that will fit a wider range of models. The 
one-piece-fits-all-models approach is definitely growing with 
manufacturers.

“With car sales being very high these years, catalytic sales 
are up. On the other hand, the increasing number of plug-
in cars and fully electrical vehicles will start to eliminate 
these components. This will affect the market faster than we 
think,” warns one respondent.

While direct-fit units are generally more expensive, they 
have the added benefit of enabling more service providers 
to perform these repairs, rather than subbing out the jobs 
to muffler shops and other specialty shops that have the 
fabrication and welding equipment and specialized skills 
needed to install universal converters, which broadens your 
sales market.

While some repair shops prefer to order mainly universal 
product because they have the skills to make it work on all 
kinds of applications, many technicians won’t touch a uni-
versal unit because they just don’t want to deal with that part 
of it.

So how do jobbers prefer to deal with the challenge of car-
rying a wide range of catalytic converters? Their responses 

Stricter Emission Standards 
Driving Aftermarket Sales 

By Steve Pawlett
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are just as varied as the catalytic converters they sell:
“We can’t, it’s all over.”
“I find it’s better to use one line – whichever one you like.”
“I stock a few universal converters and then order direct-

fit units as required.”
“I have multiple deliveries from the DCs every day.”
“I watch sales and inventories, enter all part numbers, ana-

lyze computer reports, and listen to my sales force.”
“We use good quality catalytic converters.”
For savvy jobbers that know their market in terms of 

stocking, the aging car park is a booming market for emis-
sion system sales in a strengthening economy. By taking 
the time to educate your service provider customers on the 
value of investing in premium exhaust components, you will 
empower them with the knowledge they need, to help their 
customers make the right choice and increase your sales at 
the same time.

Tier 3 Emission Standards 
Phase-in Begins in 2017

To maintain alignment with U.S. air pollutant emission stan-
dards for vehicles, engines, and fuels, the Government of Canada 
is proposing to amend both the Sulphur in Gasoline Regulations 
(SiGR) and the On-Road Vehicle and Engine Emission Regulations 
(ORVEER) to align with the final U.S. Tier 3 standards for stricter 
limits on air pollutant emissions from new passenger cars, light-
duty trucks, and certain heavy-duty vehicles of the 2017 and later 
model years, and standards to reduce the amount of sulphur in 
gasoline for 2017 and beyond.

By the time Tier 3 is fully implemented in model year 2025, the 
standards for light-duty vehicles will require reductions of about 
80% in tailpipe emissions of non-methane organic gases and nitro-
gen oxides (both of which contribute to the formation of ground-
level ozone) and of about 70% in tailpipe emissions of particulates. 
Ozone and particulates are the most widespread air pollutants in 
North America. Both contribute to respiratory illness and premature 
mortality. The EPA estimates that implementation of the standards 
will reduce premature mortality by 770 to 2,000 persons annually, 
as well as providing reductions in hospital admissions, lost work 
days, school absences, and restricted activity days for persons 
with respiratory illness. 

This tightening of emission standards bodes well for the after-
market as more emission components will definitely be in the works 
to meet the new requirements.

Like the current Tier 2 standards, which were promulgated in 
2000 and phased in between model years 2004 and 2009, the Tier 
3 standards treat vehicles and fuels as a system, and reductions 
in vehicle emissions are easier to achieve if the fuel used contains 
less sulfur. 

The Tier 3 standards will require that gasoline contain no more 
than 10 parts per million of sulfur on an annual average basis 
beginning January 1, 2017, down from 30 ppm under the Tier 2 
program. The fuel standards will match limits already attained in 
California and in much of the world. The rule also extends the 
required useful life of emission control equipment from 200,000 
kilometres to 250,000 kilometres, and sets standards for heavier 
duty gasoline-powered vehicles. 

The standards will also require about a 50% reduction in evapo-
rative emissions (some of which also contribute to ozone formation 
and/or cause health problems directly). The EPA estimates the cost 
of the rules at $1.1 billion annually in 2017 to $1.5 billion annually 
in 2030. The agency estimates that the rule will add $33 to $88 to 
the cost of a new vehicle, and less than one cent to the price of a 
gallon of gasoline. 

(888) 291-3450 
ACCESSCOVER.COM

ULTIMATE 
PROTECTION
FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

ROCKSTARROCK
HITCH MOUNTED MUD FLAPS

TM

ACCESS® LORADO® Roll-Up Cover features a 
sleek, low profile design.

ROCKSTARTM Hitch Mounted Mud Flaps have 
extra thick 1/2” rubber to reduce sailing.
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MONEY & 
MANAGEMENT

Mark Borkowski is president 
of Toronto-based Mercantile 
Mergers & Acquisitions 
Corp. Mercantile is a mid 
market M&A brokerage 
firm. www.mercantilemerg-
ersacquisitions.com

The old adage that “one plus one makes 
three” explains the special alchemy of a 
merger or an acquisition.

The most practical definition of strategic 
partnerships is that they are an association 
between two companies who agree to work 
together to achieve a strategic goal. This is 
often associated with long-term supplier-cus-
tomer relationships. This is only one of many 
reasons to merge operations. Cost savings 
is another. Sharing management is another 
strong reason for doing a merger.

Two companies together are more valu-
able than two separate companies – at least, 
that’s the reasoning behind mergers and 
acquisitions.

This rationale is particularly alluring to 
companies when times are tough. Strong com-
panies will act to buy other companies to cre-
ate a single, more competitive, cost-efficient 
company. The companies will come together 
hoping to gain a greater market share or to 
achieve greater efficiency. Because of these 
potential benefits, target companies will often 
agree to be purchased when they know they 
cannot survive alone. What is the distinction 
between mergers and acquisitions? Although 
they are often uttered in the same breath and 
used as though they were synonymous, the 
terms merger and acquisition mean slightly 
different things. When one company takes 
over another and clearly establishes itself as 
the new owner, the purchase is called an acqui-
sition. Mergers have different variations. 

What are the benefits of mergers or 
strategic partnerships?
Synergy is the magic force that allows for 
enhanced cost efficiencies of the combined 
business. Synergy takes the form of reve-
nue enhancement and cost savings. By merg-
ing, the companies hope to benefit from the 
following:

Staff reductions: As every employee knows, 
mergers tend to mean job losses. Consider all 
the money saved from reducing the number 
of staff members from accounting, market-
ing, and other departments. Job cuts will also 
include the former CEO, who typically leaves 
with a compensation package.

Economies of scale: Yes, size matters. 

Whether it’s purchasing stationery or a new 
corporate IT system, a bigger company plac-
ing the orders can save more on costs. Merg-
ers also translate into improved purchasing 
power to buy equipment or office supplies 
– when placing larger orders, companies have 
a greater ability to negotiate prices with their 
suppliers.

Acquiring new technology: To stay com-
petitive, companies need to stay on top of 
technological developments and their business 
applications. By buying a smaller company 
with unique technologies, a large company 
can maintain or develop a competitive edge.

Improved market reach and industry vis-
ibility: Companies buy companies to reach 
new markets and grow revenues and earnings. 
A merger may expand two companies’ market-
ing and distribution, giving them new sales 
opportunities. A merger can also improve a 
company’s standing in the investment com-
munity: bigger firms often have an easier time 
raising capital than smaller ones.

That said, achieving synergy is easier said 
than done; it is not automatically realized once 
two companies merge. Sure, there ought to be 
economies of scale when two businesses are 
combined, but sometimes a merger does just 
the opposite. In many cases, one and one add 
up to less than two.

What are the different kinds of strategic 
partnerships and mergers? From the perspec-
tive of business structures, there is a whole 
host of different mergers. Here are a few types, 
distinguished by the relationship between the 
two companies that are merging:

Horizontal Merger: Two companies that 
are in direct competition and share the same 
product lines and markets.

Vertical Merger: A customer and a supplier. 
Think of a cone supplier merging with an ice 
cream maker.

Market-extension merger: Two compa-
nies that sell the same products in different 
markets.

Product-extension merger: Two companies 
selling different but related products in the 
same market.

Conglomeration: Two companies that have 
no common business areas.

Strategic Partnerships: 
Do they work?

By Mark Borkowski
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NEW PRODUCTS

New F-150 Air Suspension
The Hellwig air suspension kit for the 2015 

Ford F-150 is 
the perfect 
option for the 
heavy hauler 
who also drives 
the vehicle 
unloaded. It is 
also designed 
to fit on the 
previous gen-
eration F-150 

(2009-2014). This kit uses two large 2600 lb. 
airbags (5200 lb. total). The larger bags mean 
the kit needs less pressure to level your load 

and therefore the vehicle has a smoother 
loaded ride. When not towing or hauling, 
the air can be removed from the bags for a 
factory ride again. Levelling your vehicle not 
only makes the vehicle look better, but puts 
the weight back on the front suspension, to 
improve braking, handling, and overall safety. 
The kit includes everything to mount the air 
bags, including axle and frame brackets, fit-
tings and air hose, and hardware. The instal-
lation only requires basic hand tools and can 
be done in a shop or a driveway. There is no 
drilling or welding required.
Hellwig
www.hellwigproducts.com

Polyurethane Rocker Panel Guards
Lund has released a new lineup of 
rocker panel guards featuring dura-
ble Rhino Linings to prevent scratch-
es and dings on vulnerable areas of a 
vehicle’s body. These guards not only 
add paint protection, but also provide 
a rugged style that will look great for 
the long haul. Made from durable 
Rhino Linings polyurethane, these 

adhesive panel guards are easy to install and 
are custom-cut to fit top-selling trucks and 
SUVs. There are also universal trim-to-fit kits 
that can be customized for any vehicle. The 
Lund Rhino Linings Rocker Guards are made 
in the U.S.A. and feature a limited lifetime 
warranty backed by Lund’s Customer Care.
Lund International
www.lundinternational.com

Cordless Impact Wrench
Get unimaginable power and unre-
strained productivity with the new 
Snap-on 14.4 Volt 3/8-inch Drive 
MicroLithium Cordless Impact 
CT761. Providing 120 ft. lbs. of torque 
output, the new Snap-on 14.4 Volt 3/8-
inch Drive MicroLithium Impact produces 
2,000 RPMs of free speed to handle a wide 
range of torque applications. A nose-mounted 
LED offers plenty of light and the CT761 
warns the user if they are under voltage 
or over current, shutting down the impact 
before it overheats. The Snap-on CT761 is 
ideal for cramped engine compartments and 
other restricted access applications. Weighing 

just over two pounds, the lightweight 
CT761 lets the user work comfort-
ably for longer periods of time, 
increasing productivity on the job. 
In addition, the 14.4 volt impact 

with 2.0 Ah battery delivers longer run 
time and the fuel gauge notifies the 
operator how much battery life is left. 
The battery recharges in under an 
hour and is interchangeable with all 

Snap-on 14.4 MicroLithium tools.
Snap-on
www.snap-on.com

LED Driving Light Kit
The new PIAA LP270 LED Driving Light Kit offers the beam 
control of a halogen light with the low power consumption 
and durability of an LED light. As a light source, LEDs 
offer several advantages over their halogen counterparts, 
including very low power consumption, compact size, and 
durability. Unlike most LED lights currently on the market 
that position the LED aimed straight out forward, the LP270 
Lights aim the LEDs at the reflector. This new orientation of 
the light source allows for far better beam control and out-
put than the conventional layout. In place of a traditional 
halogen bulb, each light uses two 10W LEDs, producing a 
very white beam with a colour temperature of 6000 degrees 

Kelvin. LEDs with a computer-designed multi-surface reflec-
tor give a true high-performance driving pattern in a light-
weight, durable light that requires a fraction of the power 
used by a comparable halogen light. Key to achieving these 
performance advantages is PIAA’s advanced Reflective 
Facing Technology. PIAA’s exclusive computer-designed, 
multi-surface reflector concentrates and focuses the beam 
pattern of the rearward-facing LED bulbs more precisely 
than forward-facing LED lamps. RFT is featured in PIAA’s 
LP Series and RF Series LED lights.
PIAA
www.piaa.com
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For the Counterperson July 2015For the Counterperson July 2015

High-output alternators, mount-
ed to more fuel-efficient 
engines that are squeezed into 

even smaller engine compartments, 
have resulted in substantially more 
operational stresses on both the 
serpentine belts and coolant hoses.

“These newer engine designs 
and tighter engine compartments 
have created an environment with 
increased torque demands as well 
as increased under-hood tempera-
tures. Also, depending upon the 
belt drive application, alternator 
pulley diameters have decreased, 
which just adds to the overall 
demand on the poly rib belt for 
flexing,” explains Brian Wheeler 
of Dayco. “In order to meet and 
exceed these demands, new belt 
compounds, such as EPDM, were 
developed to provide the increased 
torque capacity that these newer 
engines require, while also per-
forming in high-temperature con-
ditions with improved flex fatigue characteristics. The bot-
tom line is today’s belts will run longer, even with higher 
temperature and torque conditions.”

The new EPDM belt compounds have been designed to per-
form at very high under-hood temperatures. This means that 
today’s belt may perform on an engine application for 160,000 
kilometres or more before rib cracking will occur. However, 
the belt may need to be replaced prior to this due to rib wear. 
This means that the failure mode of rib cracking, which is 
easy to detect and was the typical failure mode for the older 
neoprene poly rib belts, is no longer the standard test for 
detecting worn belts. EPDM belts require an evaluation of 
the rib wear in order to determine if the belt is still operating 
with no issues. This can be done by using a rib wear gauge. 
“This is important, because if the belt experiences signifi-
cant wear, the ability to transmit torque efficiently will be 
greatly reduced, resulting in the possibility of gross slip and/
or hydroplaning. Ultimately, this could cause accessories 
to not function properly – such as a loss of power steering, 
reduction of alternator output, etc.,” explains Wheeler.

Since 2004, automobile manufacturers have been design-
ing drives using self-tensioning belts. These drives do not 
have a mechanical tensioner to maintain constant belt ten-
sion, and they do not have an adjustment slot that allows belt 

installation and tensioning. Continental’s Elite Stretch Belt 
incorporates low modulus and high elongation technologies 
that allow the belt to be installed on these fixed-drive systems 
and provide the “self-tensioning” capabilities necessary to 
maintain proper belt tension in the absence of an automatic 
tensioner. Although Continental’s Elite Stretch Belts look 
similar to Elite Poly-V belts, they are dramatically different 
and not interchangeable with the Poly-V or other serpentine 
belts. 

Elite’s design uses the latest OEM technology in EPDM 
compounds and a polyamide tensile cord that stretches for 
installation, then recovers once installed to maintain proper 
tension. 

Continental’s Elite Poly-V belts feature Quiet Channel 
Technology, making the belt run quieter and last lon-
ger. The combination of a unique staggered “Helicog” 
profile with advanced EPDM rubber compounds vir-
tually eliminates the chirps, squeaks, and squeals typi-
cally associated with pulley misalignment. The same 
advanced technology that makes these belts run so qui-
etly also increases flexibility, abrasion, and heat resistance.  
While under the hood inspecting belts, the tensioner, 
and pulleys, it’s a good idea for technicians to thor-
oughly inspect the hoses, because like belts, hoses have 

Knowledge Building:

High-Tech Apps

Improve Belt And Hose Sales
By Steve Pawlett
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Andrew Malone,  
B&B Dixon Automotive Inc.,  

Newmarket, Ont. 

2014 Counterperson of the Year
Do you know who the 
Best Counterperson is?
The 2013 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the  
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.

Do you know who the 
Best Counterperson is?
The 2015 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the  
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis  
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner comments. 
While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of training clinics, 
proficiency in computer cataloguing programs, and professional 
certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts Specialist will all be 
considered strongly in a nominee,s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year  
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto 
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than  
half a century.

I nominate:__________________________________

Who works at ______________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

My Name ________________________________________

Company __________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________ 

Phone (______)_____________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this award is:

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
 Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award, 80 Valleybrook Drive, Toronto, ON M3B 2S9 or fax to 416-510-5140.

Please use a separate sheet if you require additional space

The 2015 Jobber News Counterperson 
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.epicor.com
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changed in technology. A few years ago, most hose failures were wrongly attrib-
uted to heat cracking, yarn failures, or cold cracks, when the real culprit was 
the result of an electrochemical attack on the tube compound inside the hose. 
“After identifying the problem caused by dissimilar metal types in the engine, 
Gates engineers developed a new hose that combats this chemical attack. Any 
visible damage (such as soft and spongy, ballooning, cracked, or shiny surfaces) 
indicates that the hose is already beginning to fail. If you suspect any signs of hose 
failure are imminent, or if electrochemical degradation is the culprit with a failed 
hose, replace the hoses immediately – cooling system failure is still the number-one 
engine-related cause of a roadside breakdown,” explains Gate’s Randy Chupka.

“As the car market ages, so do all the components.” Not only are the belts and 
hoses aging and reaching the end of their lifespan, adds Chupka, but other compo-
nents such as pulleys, tensioners, alternator de-coupler pulleys, and bypass hoses are 
aging as well. “In other words, if the belt and rad hose are nearing the end of their 
lifespan, chances are the other components are also, as they have been working just 
as long in the Canadian climate involving road salt, cold winters, debris, etc.”

Gates makes belt, pulley, and tensioner replacement easy with the recent intro-
duction of the company’s Accessory Component Kits. Gates has also designed an 
online training portal for technicians and counter-personnel; this free online 
portal (www.gates.techtraining.ca) features an Accessory Belt Drive System 
training course that will help technicians solve common problems of the belt 
drive system, improve system performance, and reduce customer comebacks.   
Jobbers should take full advantage of supplier point-of-sale materials and seasonal 
promotions to help drive sales, by bringing the importance of belt and hose main-
tenance to customers’ attention.

In order to help fix noisy accessory drive problems, Dayco built the Dayco Laser 
Alignment Tool, which can be found in the Dayco Belt Diagnostic Kit.

The Dayco Alignment tool features a machined aluminum body that is light-
weight and durable. Dayco’s aluminum body has magnets that secure it into the 
grooves of the reference pulley, which is usually the crankshaft pulley, ensuring a 
stable stage for accurate laser projection. Dayco’s exclusive target component is also 
magnetic, so it easily attaches and aligns with the grooves of the target pulley. Before 
using the Dayco laser tool, always make sure to disconnect the vehicle’s battery. Also, 
remove the vehicle’s serpentine belt before inspecting the accessory drive system. 
Gates provides counter displays that help the store counterperson convincingly 
speak to customers about their vehicle’s drive system when explaining potential 
repairs. The timing belt drive system display educates consumers on the benefits 
of a complete timing system repair. The accessory belt drive system display shows 
customers how a worn belt interacts with components.

The Improper Use of Sealants when Replacing Thermostats
The coolant thermostat performs several important functions in a vehicle – primarily, it keeps 
the temperature of critical engine components from reaching excessive temperatures and 
causing serious engine damage. Therefore, a defective thermostat needs to be replaced as 
quickly as possible. However, many repair shops feel they must use a sealant during installa-
tion, which, consequently, can lead the same catastrophic result that the repair was intended 
to prevent.

The experts at Mahle Aftermarket offer these reasons why a sealant shouldn’t be used 
when replacing thermostats:

• The materials used for gaskets and sealants are often incompatible. Thermostat gas-
kets consist of complex material compositions and often contain compounds that are not 
oil-resistant. Sealants, however, contain mostly mineral or synthetic oil components. If these 
come into contact with the thermostat gasket, the gasket swells up and becomes damaged 
and therefore ineffective.

• The sealing tolerances are too exact. The thermostat gasket groove and the dimensions 
of the gasket are perfectly matched. If a sealant is now applied on top, the volume to be con-
tained increases and a complete seal can no longer be guaranteed.

• Sealant particles can clog the coolant circuit. Sealant is frequently applied so liberally that 
particles end up in the coolant circuit. This has negative consequences: the sealant particles 
can swell up and obstruct the coolant flow. Additionally, the particles can deposit in the ther-
mostat, so that it can no longer open or close properly. Both can lead to system overheating. 

The Mahle Aftermarket experts also advise that if a temperature problem occurs immedi-
ately after the replacement, it usually indicates air in the coolant circuit. So, before the new, 
recently installed thermostat is replaced, the coolant circuit should be bled carefully and 
repeatedly.
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THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE

Automobile Solutions  
Americas Inc.  
800-975-2935  
info@asaveedol.com  
www.asaveedol.com

For more information contact:

INNOVATION • TECHNOLOGY • PERFORMANCE

SYNTRON® 100% Fully Synthetic

Veedol.
Made Here. For You.
Veedol Syntron is a fully synthetic 
oil that offers the highest level 
of engine cleanliness, reduced 
wear and fuel efficiency, making 
it an obvious choice for Canadian 
automotive professionals. And 
with over a hundred years of 
experience, Veedol has stood  
the test of time.

MADE INMADE IN
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com. 
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact aross@jobbernews.com

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS
Allan’s Automotive Electronics Ltd.

www.allansautomotive.com
Phone: 780-469-8060
Your Automotive Test Equipment Repair 
Specialist Tool Sales and Service.
We provide service and warranty for most makes 
of automotive test equipment.

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &  
ACCESSORIES

Aisin World Corp. of America, Inc. 
(AWA), a leading Tier 
One automotive 

components supplier and one of the world’s 
largest manufacturers of aftermarket parts. 
AISIN’s original equipment technology and 
know-how is used to ensure product quality and 
reliability. To learn more about our products, 
request a catalogue today.  
www.aisinaftermarket.com 

Continental ContiTech

www.contitech.ca
“An Aftermarket line so premium you can only 
call it Elite®.”

NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in  
Spark Plugs, Oxygen 

Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets. 
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers

S.B International Inc. 
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines humming”

AUTOMOTIVE RECYCLERS
Carcone’s Auto Recycling and Wheel 
Refinishing

www.carcone.com
With over 32 years of 
experience Carcone’s 
Auto Recycling & Wheel 

Refinishing is your one stop for quality recycled 
products and wheel refinishing needs. Call 
today at 1-800-263-2022 or visit us on line at 
www.carcone.com

Standard Auto Wreckers
View Our Online 
Inventory @ www.
standardautowreckers.com 
or call 416-286-8686. 

Experienced Shipping Department to Ensure 
Parts Arrive Safely.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES 

The Automotive Aftermarket E-Learning 
Centre Ltd

www.aaec.ca 
AAEC - BEST - Business 
Evaluation Support & 
Training - Instructing 
and Coaching with 

the Proven Business Management Tools that 
drives a shop’s Bottom Line, Team Culture and 
Marketplace Credibility.

Introducing Snap Admail™ for small business
Snap Admail™ is 
a fast and easy 
online tool for 

marketing your small business. It gives you a 
variety of design templates to choose from, 
precise ways to target your audience and 24/7 
expert consultation. Plus printing and mailing 
of your message is looked after for you. Let Snap 
Admail™ take the complexity out of marketing 
your business.

Enter promo code 50SAVE4 and SAVE $50* 
on your FIRST ORDER at canadapost.ca/
snapadmail

Vehicle Integrity Manager
www.vehicleim.com/
More than just a 
replacement for your 
inspection sheet. 

Electronic Inspections are just the beginning!

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS  
& BUYING GROUPS

Bestbuy Distributors Limited
www.
bestbuydistributors.ca
Independent buying 
group and warehouse 

distributor that allocates its profits to member 
shareholders and provides unbeatable value for 
independent jobbers.

The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine 
Shop Buying Group

Marketplace
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AAPEX (Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo,  
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MIB
The remedy for

expensive parts store

computer systems.

Get answers from us.

www.mib4canada.com

888-536-1438 toll free

Since 1977

Jobber News Marketplace Classifieds
Reach Key Aftermarket Players. Across 
Canada. Every month. From less than 

$150 a month. For more info, contact the 
publisher at aross@jobbernews.com or 

call toll free from Canada 
1-800-268-7742 ext. 6763, or from the 

U.S. 1-800-387-0273 ext. 6763.

A current opportunity exists for a 
manufacturer’s rep agency to join with 
a direct manufacturer, providing qual-
ity new C.V. Axles and other related 
products to the Canadian auto motive 
aftermarket. Please submit your appli-
cation in confidence to 

gking@aitauto.com
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Editorial
Comment

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,  
PEOPLE STILL MATTER

NEXT MONTH

Import Applications  
and You
Chassis and  
Drivelines Trends
Brake Parts:  
Upgrade, Upsell
Bodyshop: Custom 
Painting

https://www.facebook.com
/pages/AutoServiceWorldcom/
244916465611841

Twitter: Andrew Ross (@
JobberNews)

www.autoserviceworld.com

It’s time to address some very important aspects concerning the changing of 
the guard in the aftermarket.

As many of our industry veterans transition to more, um, leisurely pursuits, 
they are taking their long years of experience and relationships with them.

It is important for all those entering the industry, and looking to make their 
way up the ladder, to understand that as many of our business communications 
have evolved towards electronics – email and online ordering – that inevitably, the 
personal relationships, experience, and trust that naturally evolve from personal 
interaction don’t come as easily as they used to. A LinkedIn connection does not a 
relationship make.

So, while from the outside, it may look like you are doing the same things as 
your more experienced counterparts – firing off emails, filling in RFPs, assembling 
PowerPoint proposals, and maybe more – the simple fact that you have not built up 
a history with those customers changes things quite a bit.

Even the more experienced among us have to admit that when dealing with an 
individual with whom we have a considerable history, in-person conversations and 
emails are naturally more friendly, discussions are more frank and effective, pro-
posals are more targeted to the customer’s needs and capabilities. And they tend to 
be more successful for all parties as a result.

Trust is a key component to closing any deal. You can propose a really compel-
ling arrangement, but if the customer does not trust that you will be able to uphold 
your end, you will be struggling to get it through. That trust is at the foundation of 
every successful business relationship. And before you can have trust, you have to 
have history.

The best among this industry can build that trust quickly; it’s not always a matter 
of years, though that certainly helps. But what is also true is that those who have a 
history of building relationships are better at building new ones.

A lot of this really falls into the basics of selling and account management, but 
without casting aspersions on the younger generation of aftermarket profession-
als, you can’t take it for granted that the basics are always in place. Frankly, that 
may have always been true to some extent; but just as frankly, the veterans of this 
industry are the ones who made sure they hit their marks, and succeeded as a 
result. That’s how they got to stay as part of this industry. Consider it aftermarket 
Darwinism.

And yet, despite the greying of this industry, there’s a noticeable shortage of 
active mentors for our 20- and 30-something aftermarket professionals. Much of the 
time, when veterans leave they take their skillset with them. And when they choose 
to continue their association with this industry beyond retirement, they often close 
their circle tightly, keeping those old associations alive, but seldom reaching out.

I believe it is important for those in a position to do so to take the role of men-
tor seriously. Reach out and offer what advice you can, and work to ensure that the 
next group of aftermarket leaders is given the tools to succeed. Lauds to those who 
continue to do so.

And, just as importantly, it is up to those at the beginning of their careers to take 
charge of their future and to demand it, too.

Veterans, you should consider it part of the legacy you leave to the aftermarket. 
It may well be the most important thing you can do for this industry – and for those 
who will lead it to prosperity in the future.

— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor aross@jobbernews.com
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Contact us at 1-888-275-4397   www.contitech.ca

An aftermarket line so premium, 
you can only call it Elite®.  

For aftermarket parts that live up to a higher standard, depend on 

Continental Elite. Our full line of automotive and heavy-duty products 

delivers proven results every time, without exception. 

Elite Engineering

Driven by more than a century of groundbreaking 

research and proven track-to-street technology.

Elite Fit

Products meet or exceed OE standards, with 

expanded coverage for all makes and models. 

Elite Performance 

Best-in-class 

reliability and 

durability for 100% 

customer satisfaction. 
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As the definitive leader in innovative, best-in-class 
ceramic disc pad braking solutions, Akebono is proud 
to manufacture 100 percent of our aftermarket pads 
right here in the USA. Akebono’s ProACT®, EURO® and 
Performance® Ultra-Premium ceramic disc brake pads 
are the best replacement brakes in the world for clean, 
quiet and smooth braking. OEM’s choose Akebono, 
you can too!

• Higher customer satisfaction 

• Fewer comebacks 

• Increased bay utilization 

• Greater profitability for technicians

Demand the OEM brand of choice, factory installed on more than 270 models.

Demand Akebono.

akebonobrakes.com
Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/akebonobrakes

FACTORY INSTALLED

270+
M O D E L S

OEM BRAND OF CHOICE

The world demands them.

The USA builds them.
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